Welcome to Messy Church – Online!
Presbytery Sat 6th Feb

Is everyone in your household feeling a bit overwhelmed?
The Presbytery of Fife invites you to take time out for a Messy Church
experience as we think about how Jesus can calm the storms in our lives.
There will be crafts, songs, story and activities and you are welcome to join in
as much or as little as you want.
Unfortunately, we can’t deliver materials, so, to participate fully you should
have the following items ready……

 Boat colouring sheet (print from below or from link) OR Piece of
blank paper


A lollipop stick OR pencil or strip of card

 Colouring pens / pencils / crayons
 Scissors
 A5 (approx) piece of card /foam /paper
 Coloured paper OR ribbons OR white paper and pens
 Stapler or Sellotape or both
 Either : A banana/half Babybel, a strawberry/melon slice, a thin
crisp/cocktail stick
OR a plain biscuit, soft cheese, a jelly baby, a cheese slice
… (none of these are essential, just make do with what you have

)

Activities
Wind Sock
Decorate a piece of A5 card, foam or paper.
Attach strips of coloured paper or ribbons to one long
side using Sellotape.
Make into a cylinder and staple or Sellotape together.
At the opposite end attach a strip of paper, wool or
string so that it can be hung up.
Put in a breeze and watch it moving. Remember Jesus
calms our storms

Boat Colouring
If you can, print off the colouring sheet and
cut out the boat. Colour in. Cut along the
edge of the top wave – but not right to the
edges! Attach a stick/ pencil / ruler to the
back of the boat with Sellotape and insert
into the slit then make it ride the waves

A Choice of Themed Snack
Half a Babybel or 7cm slice of banana for the hull
Twiglet, Thin Crisp or cocktail stick for the mast.
Either a strawberry or a triangular slice of melon
for the sail

A digestive or any other plain biscuit, spread one
third with soft cheese, for a pillow.
Place Jelly Baby on back with head on pillow
Cover with a cheese slice or slice of cheese as a
blanket.

